CUSTOM SILICONE – INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAKING PICTURES

THE FOLLOWING PICTURES ARE REQUIRED:

HANDS (sound and affected sides):

• Dorsal
• Palmar
• Medial
• Lateral
• Close up of nails without nail polish

FEET (sound and affected sides):

• Dorsal
• Plantar
• Medial
• Lateral
• Close up of nails without nail polish

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAKING PICTURES:

• NO FLASH
• Take pictures in indirect day light
• Use a grey background if possible
• Pictures should be focused, consistent in colour and light
• Place a reference colour swatch next to the sound side hand/foot if possible and send swatch along with casts
• JPEG format recommended

Pictures should reflect the natural skin colouring of the client. Colour and nail samples will be sent once satisfactory pictures are received.